
Feature List 
 

Feature 
Number 

Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F001 The Individual 
NPC Relationship 

Displays the player’s 
relationship with each NPC 

High Med Requires more UI 
Menu work 
 

F002 Faction 
Relationships 

Displays the player’s 
relationship with each 
faction, as well as 
relationship between all the 
factions 

High High Requires lots of UI 
Menu work and relies 
on the individual NPC 
relationships 

F003 Player Inventory 
(Menu) 

Storing system for items 
the player picks up and 
carries for tasks and needs 

High Med Requires UI/Menu 
interface and needs 
to track many items 

F003a Player trade and 
donations with 
Factions 

Allows the player to store 
goods/items with a faction 

Low Med Requires more 
programming work 
and proper 
interactions 

F004 Main Menu The main menu before 
going into gameplay 

High Med Requires UI works 
and some 
interactions 

F004a Save/Load Menu The save and loading 
system along with a 
detailed menu for showing 
each saved game and 
options to do at each slot 
(overwrite, delete, save 
new, load save) 

High High Require system at 
the back to save 
players gaming data. 

F005 Skill Tree Displays what the player 
has learned and what the 
player has left to learn 

Med High How each skill level 
will impact game play 

F006 Speech Bubble Players have conversations 
with NPC when finishing 
quest for them or building 
relationships with them, the 
speech bubble is the 
interface for conversations 

High Med Require UI work and 
some interactions 



F006a Text Input 
System 

The predefined text 
response options for 
players to select in 
conversations with NPC 

Med Med Requires UI work and 
some interaction. 
May need a way to 
store choices 

F006b Plus/Minus Sign 
Reaction 

Plus and minus signs 
appear when relationships 
with NPCs or factions 
improve or decline. 

Low Med Requires visual 
assets and an 
animation running in 
real-time 

F007 The Map Both in-game and in-menu 
- along with the upgrades 
that can be made to the 
map over the course of the 
game 

High Med Requires an 
Interactable menu 
and in-game UI work 

F008 Puzzle Systems Puzzles are a type of 
mission for players to do to 
complete quests, and 
players can also solve 
puzzles to reveal more 
backstories of the island  

High High Requires low-level 
creativity, level 
design, and 
functioning 
interactions 

F009 Player 
Customization 

Allows the player to take 
control over their 
character’s appearance  

Low Med How detailed the 
game makers want to 
go 

F010 Questline System Keeps track of what 
missions the player has 
picked up and provides 
guidance on how to 
complete these tasks 

High High Relies on established 
missions and 
intractable systems 

F011 Interaction 
System 

Interaction system in game 
for players with in game 
characters and 
environments 

High Med Requires UI works 
and animations, 
many types of 
interactions 

F012 Fast Travel Fast travel allows users to 
quickly travel from faction 
hubs 

Low Med Requires animations 
when having the fast 
travel and the game 
system should be 
able to bring players 
to the destinations 
accordingly 

F013 Background 
Music and 
Sounds 

Different background music 
and sound effects in game 

High High Requires composing 
tools and knowledge 



 
 
 
 

F014 Updated Visual 
Appearances to 
Environment over 
course of Acts 

The visual appearance 
changes of game 
environment and 
characters during the 
gameplay 

Med High Requires lots of 
UI/Animation works 
and depends on how 
realistic and vivid the 
game makers want 
the game 
environment to be 

F015 Animations and 
NPC avatars 

Creates a realistic feel to 
the game as background 
characters move about on 
their own timeline 

Med  High Requires complicated 
AI and A LOT of art 
assets 



 Feature F001: The Individual NPC Relationship 
 

 
            GTA’s Five Star System                           Stardew Valley’s Relationship 

   
 
Brief 

● Core Pillars: “Users can build relationships with individual NPC characters” 
● Player Experience: “Users will feel like they need to think about which factions they want to work 

for, if any, and balance their relationships against opposing factions” 
 

One of the main game mechanics of our game is that the player needs to use different strategies 
to balance the relationship with the individual NPCs as well as the factions. By improving relationships 
and finishing quests for NPC characters, players can earn new items or abilities that are helpful for the 
gameplay. So the purpose of this feature is to give the player a direct feeling about their relationship with 
the other characters. It also allows the player to think about which NPC they want to work for, and how to 
balance the relationships against the opposing ones.  
 
Spec 

A Five Star System (inspired by GTA) is used to indicate the individual NPC relationship. A star 
represents a task completed for an NPC. Each NPC can provide up to five tasks to the player. If the 
player successfully completes a task for one NPC, they will earn one star. If the player fails the same task 
three times, they will lose one star with that NPC. One star means a low-level relationship and five stars 
means a high-level relationship. Players will usually start out at a Zero star relationship with an NPC when 
they meet. Players can get some rewards (new items or abilities) when they reach certain star levels with 
some characters. 

The player can find the individual NPC relationship (Five Star System) in two places during the 
gameplay. One is when they walk close to the NPC, the NPC name and stars will be shown over NPC’s 
head (in-game). Another place will be the Individual NPC Relationship Menu. It shows each NPC relation 
with the number of stars, and the description, personality, and avatar of each NPC listed.  

To be more specific, a diagram of scroll paper will show how this menu is displayed. On the 
menu, there will be a horizontal rectangle box for each NPC, and each box has a bold NPC name on the 
top left. With each individual star displayed in a horizontal line below. Every line has a star outline, and 
every filled-in star represents an earned star with that NPC. There will also be a button that players can 
click to see the description and personality of that NPC (similar to the relationship chart in Stardew 
Valley). 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F001 Individual NPC 
Relationship 

Displays the player’s 
relationship with each NPC 

High Med Requires more UI 
work 



There won’t be any relationship status between any NPC at the start of the game, so the 
relationship menu will not be available until after initial relationships (with an NPC) have been formed. 
With the exploration of new areas and the emergence of new NPCs, new characters will continue to be 
added to the menu. NPCs on the menu will be categorized by factions, so players can clearly see who is 
from which faction. If the faction splits, the NPCs on the menu will be split into different factions 
accordingly.  
 
Beat by Beat    

● Players meet NPCs for the first time on the beach. An exclamation mark will hover over an NPC 
character to indicate he/she is a talkable character with a mission task. 

● Players go to talk with the character and decide if they want to accept the mission task. 
● Players accept the mission task and go to explore the other island areas to complete the task. 
● After successfully completing the task, the Individual NPC Relationship menu will show up in the 

middle of the screen. On the menu, players can see they earned one star in the box for this NPC.  
● After closing the menu, players can feel free to open it anytime during the gameplay. Also, when 

they are walking towards the NPC, they can see the stars showing up over the NPC’s head.  
 
Asset List 

● The Individual NPC Relationship Menu with the Five Star System 
● Star icons (outlines of stars and filled-in versions) 
● NPC Avatar Image 
● Appealing Font for name, personality, and bio descriptions 
● Highlight for current NPC selected in Menu 
● Sound effect to pressing button to open/close personality and bio descriptions 
● The overhead UI of how NPC name and stars will show over the character’s head 

 
  



 Feature F002: Faction Relationship 
 

 
(Visually the same as the NPC relationship similar to a Stardew Valley design) 
 
Brief 

● Core Pillars: “Users can form alliances/enemies with faction groups (Seperate from, but related 
to, NPC relationships) ”  

● Player Experience: “Users will feel like they need to think about which factions they want to work 
for, if any, and balance their relationships against opposing factions” 
 
In addition to balancing the relationship with different NPCs, players also need to think about how 

to balance the relationship with all the factions during the gameplay. It will be directly affected by three 
aspects: the individual NPC relationship status within that faction, the individual tasks taking/giving 
resources directly to that faction, as well as doing faction-specific related missions. Similar to the concept 
of the Individual NPC Relationship feature, players can earn new items or abilities as rewards by 
improving their relationships with factions, which will be more impactful and helpful to the gameplay than 
the rewards they get from improving individual NPC relationships. At the end of the game, the status 
between the player and all the factions will affect the game endings that the player can choose.  
 
Spec 

There is a menu in the game showing the faction relationships. The menu has two tabs. One is 
showing the player’s individual relationship with different factions, and it is based on points. There is a bar 
for each faction, with the faction's name on the left, each of them starts at 50 points, which means it is a 
neutral attitude now. If the player successfully completes a mission for one NPC in this faction, except 
earning one star with that NPC, it will also add one point to this faction’s bar. And if the player fails three 
times and loses one star with the NPC, they will also lose one point there with the faction.  

If the player is directly taking or giving resources to the faction, it will influence their relationship 
by 3 points (add or minus). If they are doing a faction-related mission, it will influence their relationship by 
5 points (add or minus). Below 25 points means a low-level relationship, 25 to 75 points means a 
mid-level relationship, and above 75 points means a high-level relationship. Players can get rewards 
every time they reach a new level.  

Since all the factions have different attitudes towards each other, the player's behavior will not 
only influence their relationship with the faction they’re working for, but will also influence their relationship 
with the opposing faction. For example, if the player successfully completes a faction-related mission for 
one Family Feud Faction, and gets 5 points with this faction, since this faction has a hostile attitude 
towards the other Family Feud Faction, they will also lose 5 points with the hostile faction accordingly.  

Players will know what is the current relationship between all the factions from the second tab in 
the menu, so that they can think about how they want to balance. On this tab, there will be a table 
showing all the factions’ relationship status with symbols. A plus symbol means these two factions have a 
good relationship now, and a minus symbol means they have a hostile relationship now. 
 
 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F002 Faction 
Relationship 

Displays the player’s relationship 
with each faction, as well as 
relationship between all the factions 

High High Requires lots 
of UI works 



Beat by Beat  
● Player checks the factions’ current relationship from the menu, and finds there are two factions 

having a hostile relationship now. 
● Player needs a specific resource from one faction, and needs to complete a faction-related 

mission to get that resource. 
● Player goes to explore the island and completes the mission successfully, then they go back to 

the faction and get the resources they need. 
● Since they finish a mission for the faction, the player’s relationship with this faction increases by 5 

points. 
● However, the player’s relationship with the opposing faction will decrease by 5 points accordingly.  

 
Asset List 

● The menu shows the player’s individual relationship with all the factions, as well as showing the 
relationships between all the factions (UI work). 

● The game system needs to automatically assign NPCs into different factions when one faction 
splits into two factions during the gameplay, and the system also needs to reflect the current 
relationship between all the factions to the players on the menu.  



 Feature F003: Player Inventory 
 

 
            Breath of the Wild’s Inventory                             Stardew Valley’s Inventory 

     
 
Brief 

● Player Type: “All 
● Core Pillars:  

○ “Users can pick up items, move items, drop items, and retrieve/give quest items to NPC 
(simple inventory system)” 

○ “Users can interact with the environment to solve puzzles and collect items” 
○ “Users can use resources from the island to help them build their status with a faction” 
○ “Users can customize their appearance at the start and make clothing changes in-game” 

● Player Experience: “User will want to explore more to build their experience, skills, and upgrades 
faster” 

 
Inventory system should be a dynamic slot bag where players can drag and put items they pick 

up in game into their bag or on their person. 
 
Spec 
The inventory system should be able to store 

● Clothing 
● Food 
● Water 
● Resources 
● Specific task items 

 
The player will start with a small bag that they salvage from the crash. As the player levels up or 

progresses through the story they should earn the ability to buy or craft their own bags. The player should 
only be able to carry up to two bags on their person. As seen below, there are different sized bags and 
the bigger the bag the more resources it will take to obtain it.  

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F003 Player inventory Storing system for items the 
player picks up and carries 
for tasks and needs 

High Med Requires UI/Menu 
interface and 
needs to track 
many items 



 
Another storage system that should be implemented is the faction vault (relates to Feature 003a). 

Once the player builds up enough reputation with a faction, the faction vault should be available for the 
player to store items that they don’t need at the moment. In order to access these items, the player will 
have to return to the vault to pick the items back up if they have enough room in their personal inventory. 
Below is an example of a guild bank from world of warcraft.  

 
               WOW’s Inventory                                WOW’s Guild Bank 

   
 
In game 
Some kind of bag/backpack UI accessed via keypress 

- Pauses game 
 
In menu 

- Items are shown using pictorial icons, more details shown if clicked on 
- Items can be “dropped” from inventory - appearing on the ground 
- Items can be “destroyed” in inventory by dragging to trash - (like in Stardew Valley) 

- Quest items cannot be destroyed or dropped (to prevent the player from creating an 
unfinishable quest) 

 
Beat by Beat 

● At the start of the game, the first item the player will pick up is a washed ashore bag that holds 6 
items 

● The player will be able to click on the inventory button to open up and view their bag contents 
● For food, the player will be able to right click on the object to consume 
● Right clicking on clothing items will equip the item onto the player 
● The player can complete tasks to earn enough money to buy bigger bags from a bag maker in the 

faction 
● Or the player can learn the skills needed to craft their own bags 
● When the player runs out of room for items, the player can use the faction’s vault to store their 

collection of items that they don’t need immediately 
 
Asset List 

● All items (icons and their amounts) 
● Faction vault interface 
● Bag icons 
● Personal Bag interface 
● Slot arrangement and size  



 Feature F003a: Player trade/donation with Factions 
 

 
(See WOW Guild Bank example on the previous page) 
 
Brief 

● Player Type: “Factioner - team up with whoever you want, build status with Factions, and choose 
to go against any Faction” 

● Core Pillars:  
○ “Users can build (and hurt) relationships with individual NPC characters” 
○ “Users can learn social, exploration, and dependency skills by improving relationships 

and finishing quests for NPC characters” 
○ “Users can use resources from the island to help them build their status with a faction“ 
○ “Users can access a menu and navigate/interact easily between tabs such as the map, 

skill trees, npc relationships, faction relationship, inventory/customization, quest list, 
save/load, settings” 

● Player Experience:  
○ “User will initially feel dependent to growing with one Faction” 
○ “User will want to explore more to build their experience, skills, and upgrades faster” 

 
Trade system should be through a Merchant NPC and donations should be made through the 

NPC Leader of the faction. Trading should help the player obtain necessary resources to progress and 
will impact the player’s relationship with the faction. Donations can only improve relationships. 
 
Spec 

Trading with a faction can be advantageous for just the player or for both the player and faction. 
Haggling is a big component of this system. For example, if the player needs 2 wood and wants to trade 2 
stone for 2 wood. The merchant (speaking as the faction) can accept or request a new trade of 3 stones 
for 2 wood. In this case, this is a worse deal for the player but it might improve the relationship between 
the player and the faction by 5 points rather than 2 points through the 2-2 trade. This will create a 
complex aspect for the player because the player  will have to evaluate the benefit trade-offs. 

Trading can also harm a player's reputation with a faction. For example, if a player continuously 
asks to trade 1 stone for 2 wood and declines the faction’s counter offer, the reputation of the player 
within the faction can decrease. In order to counter the negative results of a trade, the player can make a 
donation to the faction with dynamic increases in positive reputation points. 
 
Donation Specs  

● The aesthetic of the chest will be dependant on the faction 
● Functionally the same in each faction 
● Items/goods can be deposited for a net increase in resources available for that faction, as well as 

an increase in reputation with that faction for the player.  

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F003a Player trade and 
donations with 
Factions 

Allows the player to store 
goods/items with a faction.  

Low Med Requires more 
programming work 
and proper 
interactions 



● These resources can later be used to aid the faction, possible construction of new 
buildings/features/player-raft 

● Member’s of the faction may comment if a player has not donated in a certain period, or if the 
player is donating to another reputation may decrease 

 
Asset List 

● Chest 
● Merchant NPC 
● Leader NPC 
● Donation and Trade buttons 
● Trade interface between player and npc 
● Sound Effects for opening/closing the chest 
● (Possible waypoint to chest or merchant?) 

  



 Feature F004: Main Menu 
 

 
            Horizon Zero Dawn Main Menu                            Skyrim Main Menu 

 
            PUBG Controls Menus 

 
Unknown Horizons 

 
 
Brief 

● Core Pillars: “Users can access a menu and navigate/interact easily between tabs such as the 
map, skill trees, npc relationships, faction relationship, inventory/customization, quest list, 
save/load, settings” 

 
This is the main menu page before going into game play. The menu includes 5 selectable 

options, which are “Continue Game” “New Game” “Load Game” “ Settings” “Credits” and “Exit”. Players 
are able to access this menu every time they open the game, and also when they pause or exit the game. 
The main menu contains contents in save/load menu, like accessing previous game files and load them, 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F004 Main Menu The main menu before 
going into gameplay 

High Med Requires UI works and 
some interactions 



other options would be resume game play after pausing the game, launch new game, change settings in 
game (e.g. controls, video, audio, accessibility), logout the player account, credit page for developers. 
 
Spec 

The main menu’s UI consists of an animated background on game scenes, the game title and 
logo, and 6 selectable menu options, “Continue Game” “New Game” “Load Game” “ Settings” “Credits” 
and “Exit”. These options are displayed in buttons with words and icons, and they line up to each other. 
The interface should be simple, easy to view and use. There are also indicators on which menu option is 
selected by the players. 
 
“Continue Game” - will be shown when players start a game and pause game play, they can select to 
continue playing the previous game. It can lead to the last saved game as well. 
 
“New Game” - for starting a brand new round of game. There will be zero previous progress, so the 
players start from landing on the island after a plane crash. 
 
“Load Game” - for players to access previously saved game files and load the file they wish to continue 
playing on. The game files are the same as saved files in “Load” in the save/load menu. 
 
“Settings” - leads to another menu for changing game settings, which contains 4 tabs “Controls” “Video” 
“Audio” and “Accessibility” lined up horizontally at the top. “Controls” set how players hope to control their 
moves in game, such as combinations of keys or places to press for jump, sprint, squat, or make some 
action auto like pick up. “Video” is the setting for visuals in the game, such as zoom values, background 
color, indicators color etc. “Audio” is the setting for sounds in game, players can change volume of 
background music, change sound for actions like switching gears, mission complete etc. “Accessibility” 
has options to make game interfaces more accessible for a wider audience, for example, language, font 
size, color correction, subtitles etc.  
 
 Rocket League Video Rainbow Six Audio       Far Cry New Dawn Accessibility 

 
 
“Exit” - for players to completely exit the game and need to login with the player's ID to come back to the 
main menu. 
 
“Credits” - a page to record everyone who is involved in the game development. 
 
Beat by Beat    

● After players login with their player ID, they will first go to the main menu. 
● After player pause game play they will go to the main menu as well, with the “Continue Game” 

option. 



● Players can select from options provided in the menu, which are “Continue Game” “New Game” 
“Load Game” “ Settings” “Credits” and “Exit”. The options to select solely based on players’ 
needs. 

● After going into “Settings” there are menu tabs that go to settings for controls, video, audio and 
accessibility. 

 
Asset List 

● UI of Main Menu 
● Main menu background animations 
● Game logo graphics 
● Interactions/animations when changing settings 
● Indicator graphics 
● Background music and sound effects 

 
  



 Feature F004a: Save/Load 
 

 

  
 
Brief 

● Required Hidden system - “Save/Load - comes with multiple saves, autosaves, quick saving, and a 
complete menu list of all saves” 

● Save/Load game system feature 
● Players would be able to save or load game components timely, which can preserve their gaming 

progress overtime.  
● Game system helps record game data (location, activity) and time saved, players will name the 

file.  
● All saved files are displayed in a menu and players can delete or rename the file.  
● When players wish to continue with the previous game, they can find the file and load to resume 

previous activities. 
 
Spec 

The save/load game menu consists of 3 main options, save, load (or resume) and delete files. 
Players would be able to save games during any progress, even in the middle of doing a task (puzzle), as 
long as they can pause the game at that point. 
 
“Save” - allows players to save new game files or save again for previous game files. Players will choose 
if they want the new file to overwrite the previous file or not. When saving a new file, players will name the 
file, the game system will record saved player’s status like time, location and activity. To save previous 
files with new progress, players just need to click save and the system will update the file data. 

Saved game files will be placed under the “Files” option in the menu. “Files” is like a menu with 
boxes showing each saved file, including an image on screen the player stopped at, file name, time 
saved, exact location player stopped at, what activity player was doing. There is a delete icon and load 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F004a Save/Load 
Menu and 
System 

The save and loading system 
along with a detailed menu for 
showing each saved game and 
options to do at each slot 
(overwrite, delete, save new, 
load save) 

High High Require 
system at the 
back to save 
players 
gaming data. 
 



button on each box of saved file, players can also select multiple files together and delete them. An icon 
is displayed for players to rename files. 
 
“Load” - can be found when players come back and wish to continue playing the game. Players can click 
in “Files” and find the saved file hoping to continue playing, click “Load”, then they will appear at the same 
location when saved and able to continue doing activities. 
 
Beat by Beat 

● Players select and open the save/load menu and they will see 3 options, “Save”, “Load” and 
“Files”. 

● Select the “Save” option, there will be a window pop up asking if players want to overwrite this file 
with the previous saved file, player select a choice. Then, the image of the screen player saved is 
displayed along with, current time, location name, activity name and progress. There is a textbox 
for players to type in file name. After checking everything and they are correct, players click 
confirm to save the file. (If there is any error, players may correct them?) 

● Select “File” option, players can view a menu of saved game files. Players can click certain icons 
to delete one or multiple files, rename files. There will be a window pop up asking players to 
confirm delete decisions. 

● Select the “Load” option, players can see a list of saved files, click on one file and click the load 
button at the bottom to resume the previous game. Players can also load games in the “File” 
menu. 

 
Asset List 

● Save/load progress bar or spinner animations? (Loading screen?) 
● UI of the menu 
● Scrollable list of saved files 
● Option to select save menu from pause menu or main menu 

  



 Feature F005: Skill Tree 
 

 

    

   
 
Brief 

● Player Type: “Skill builder - Level up the skills/abilities needed to get off the island or to make it 
easier/faster to complete tasks” 

● Core Pillars:  
○ “Users can learn social, exploration, and dependency skills by improving relationships 

and finishing quests for NPC characters” 
○ “Users will receive status updates on their progress for tasks, skills, and relationships” 
○ “Users can access a menu and navigate/interact easily between tabs such as the map, 

skill trees, npc relationships, faction relationship, inventory/customization, quest list, 
save/load, settings” 

● Player Experience: “User will want to explore more to build their experience, skills, and upgrades 
faster” 
 
Players will rely on skill building to be able to complete higher level tasks and complete them 

faster. The skill tree will be an all-inclusive tree that will show the Player how far they have progressed in 
a certain skill and what is still left to be unlocked.  
 
 
 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F005 Skill Tree Displays what the player has 
learned and what the player has 
left to learn 

Med High How each skill 
level will impact 
game play 



Spec 
There is a skill tree menu tab/button that will enable the player to open up the skill tree. In game 

the player will see a skill bar as they train that skill. For example, if the player is fishing then the skill bar 
will slowly increase till the player levels up or reaches the max skill level. In terms of the actual skills 
available, there will be three main categories. Skills -> social, exploration, and dependency: 
 
[Future Possible Improvements: These could go into more specific detail if we have enough time, 
because they are very vague at the moment.] 
 
1) Social: this skill tree will focus on unlocking special action abilities that will make it easier for the player 
to build and maintain relationships with the faction, and make it harder for you to negatively affect your 
relationships 
 
2) Dependency: this skill tree will be for players that want to be more independent during the game and 
keep track of their own resources and storage outside faction storages 
 
3) Exploration: this skill tree page will allows players  to have an easier time searching for and keeping 
track of various map locations 
 
Beat by Beat  

● Player decides to invest points into the social tree 
● While completing a task for social, such as gathering twigs, the skill bar for social increases 
● Once the skill bar is full a notification will pop up on top of the skill tree button 
● After clicking on the skill tree button, the player will be able to unlock ONE of the three skill trees 

to be activated 
● Everytime the skill bar is completed the player will be able to unlock the action items under the 

chosen skill tree 
● As the player gets further down the tree it will be harder and harder to level up 

 
Asset List 

● Skill tree menu button 
● Skill progression bar 
● Action bar interface in-game 

 
● Sound effect when the progression bar is filled and when the player learns a new action 

  



 Feature F006: Speech bubble for NPC interactions 
 

 
            Persona 5                  Animal Crossing: New Horizons 

 
 
Brief 

● Speech bubble is the Interface when having conversations with NPC. 
● Conversation texts present in a textbox-like area placed towards the bottom middle of the screen, 

1-2 short sentences present at once in a speech bubble. 
● During conversation (or going into speech bubble interface), players’ movement is locked. 
● Players can speed up text display by pressing a button. 
● Signals telling players to move on to the next speech bubble or conversation ended.  
● Players can see small speech bubbles presented at the top of NPCs’ heads when they are talking 

to each other. 
 
Spec 

Speech bubble is an interface showing conversation content between players and NPCs. Players 
need to talk to NPCs when they are finishing a quest, NPCs will give them instructions or background 
stories. The lines of text will appear letter by letter as the NPC is talking. 

Speech bubbles come in 2 forms. One shows when an NPC is directly talking to the player. The 
speech bubble is like a large text box placed at the bottom middle of the screen with 1-3 lines of text 
showing at a time in it. There are also name tags shown on the top left of the speech bubble to indicate 
who is speaking as well as the NPC’s avatar image to the left to give a visual face to that name tag. The 
other speech bubble form is for non-player conversations happening in the background around the player. 
The size of these boxes are relatively small compared to the other form. They are placed over an NPC’s 
head and are non-static to the main UI, unlike the large text box form. 

During the speech bubble interface, players' movements are locked. Players can double click the 
speech bubble area to speed up the text presentation. An arrow pointing right placed at the bottom right 
corner of the speech bubble will be presented when all lines of texts are shown, and players can move on 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F006 Speech bubble 
for NPC 
interactions 

Players have conversations 
with NPC when finishing quest 
for them or building 
relationships with them, the 
speech bubble is the interface 
for conversations 

High Med Require UI work 
and some 
interactions 
 



to the next speech bubble. When all conversation texts are displayed, there will be a “finish” or “end” 
button to click on for ending the conversation.  
 
For the small speech bubble over NPCs heads, the conversation content will be shown as “...” instead. 
Players can still move around while seeing the small speech bubbles. However, players are also able to 
click on the small speech bubbles to zoom in and view the conversations with specific content. 
 
Beat by Beat 

● When players are trying to have conversations with NPCs, they first click on the NPC, then 
players will enter speech bubble mode with that NPC. 

● Players will see a speech bubble with 1-2 short sentences of text shown at the bottom middle of 
the screen. 

● Players can move on to the next speech bubble by clicking on an arrow located on the top right 
corner of the speech bubble. 

● Players are able to speed up text content display by double clicking on the speech bubble 
● The “finish” or “end” button will appear by the end of conversation, players need to click on it to 

end the conversation. 
● While moving around in the game interface, players might see small speech bubbles on top of 

NPCs head, the content will be shown as “...”, and players can click on the speech bubble to 
zoom into speech bubble mode to view full conversation with text contents.  

 
Asset List 

● UI of the speech bubble interface 
● Animations on players and NPCs gestures (maybe also mouth movements) while talking to each 

other 
● Animations on text lines appearing letter by letter 
● Sound effects (text with question mark (?), text with exclamation mark (!), finish conversation...) 
● Background music 

 
  



 Feature F006a: Text Input System 
 

 
           Skyrim                  Animal Crossing: New Horizons 

   
 
Brief 

● Core Pillars: “Users can sometimes choose from a selected number of text inputs to reply in an 
NPC conversation” 

 
Text Input system contains the text input options for players to choose as responses in 

conversations to NPC. Choosing different text input options may result with different conversation 
outcomes. The conversation will move on after players select a text response whenever text input options 
appear. 
 
Spec 

The predefined text input options are present as different buttons with texts in players’ speech 
bubbles. When players select a response, there are indications that the response is selected, like 
highlighted, circled etc. Then, players need to press the “next” button or an arrow icon pointing to the right 
to confirm their response choice, and NPC’s speech bubble will appear to move on with conversation.  
 
Beat by Beat    

● After players enter the conversation mode with NPC, NPC might have questions for players, after 
the questions text input response bubble will appear. 

● Multiple text response options line up to each other, players can click to select the option best fit 
their needs, indications appear when selecting a response. 

● Players will press a key or click “next” or arrow to confirm their text selection. 
● Conversation will move on to the NPC side after players confirm with their responses. 

 
Asset List 

● UI of text input system 
● Intractability to move between options 
● Animations/Highlighting in scrolling through text input options 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F006a Text Input 
System 

The predefined text 
response options for 
players to select in 
conversations with NPC 

Med Med Requires UI work and 
some interaction. May 
also need to a way to 
store response choices 



● Animations and Sound effect in selecting a response 
● Sound Effects for the text input box popping in and out 
● A way to store important responses made (only if those responses want to be tracked for deciding 

future events) 
● Background music 

 
  



 Feature F006b: Plus/Minus Sign Reaction 
 

 
               The Sims     Persona 5 

  
 
Brief 

● Core Pillars: “Users will receive status updates on their progress for tasks, skills, and 
relationships” 

 
This is a feature where plus and minus signs appear above players and NPCs or factions to 

indicate change in relationships. Changing relationships with NPCs or factions can be done by doing 
quests and having conversations with them. The plus/minus signs indications give real time updates on 
relationships between players and other characters in game.  
 
Spec 

The plus/minus signs always come with an icon indicating that is for change in relationships. Plus 
signs are green, indicating relationships improved, and minus signs are red, indicating relationships 
decrease, they can come in different amounts. If the change is big enough, there are increase or 
decrease in relationship stars, the star icon will appear as well with an indication on amount like “star 
icon” × 2.  

The plus/minus sign will pop up any time there is change in relationships and disappear after 20s. 
The location is normally above characters’ heads, or there will be more indications. The signs will stay as 
players and other characters move in the 20s. 
 
Beat by Beat    

● During or after conversations and quests, there will be plus/minus signs appear above players 
and NPCs or factions at the time enough for relationship changes. 

● Indications on star changes will also appear as star icons. 
● Signs will stay above players and other characters as they move. 
● Plus/minus signs will disappear after 20s from when they appear. 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F006b Plus/Minus 
Sign Reaction 

Plus and minus signs appear 
when relationships with 
NPCs or factions improve or 
decrease. 

Low Med Requires UI work and 
some interactions. 
Relies on an animation 
to run in real-time 



 
Asset List 

● UI of plus/minus signs and other indication icons 
● Animations when the signs appear and disappear, like enlarge/jump/fade 
● Positive or negative sound effects when icon appears 

 
 
 
  



 Feature F007: The Map 
 

 
Brief 

● Core Pillars: “Users can explore the island to progress quests and improve their skills” 
● Core Pillars: “Users can learn more about the backstory of the island by talking to NPCs and 

doing certain tasks for them”  
● Player Experience: “Users will feel a sense of mystery/backstory that needs to be unraveled” 
● Player Experience: “User will feel encouraged by environment cues, story objectives, and 

characters to make progress towards tasks and the story” 
 

One of the main game elements of our game is that players will need to be able to discover a 
bird’s eye view of the island area by area as they progress through the game. If they follow the path of 
completing quests for the NPCs/Factions then the player will be slowly directed across the island. If the 
player type that likes to explore decides to not complete quests, then the player will discover everything 
on the island much faster. The island will have ruins, geographical formations, and other assets to back 
up the backstory of the island. These geographical locations will be depicted on a 2D map.  
 

 

 
 
 
 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F007 The Map Both in-game and in-menu - along 
with the upgrades that can be 
made to the map over the course 
of the game 

High Med Requires an 
Interactable menu 
and in-game UI 
work 



Spec 
In-game: 

A map that should take up space in the player’s inventory will be needed. The map should be on 
a piece of paper or a series of leaves to stay true to the storyline of being stranded with no resources on 
the island.  

 
Fog of war - the map should be incomplete when the player first finds it. As the player starts to explore the 
unknown map there should be forks in the path that will lead the character towards different 
locations/decisions. Landmarks will be revealed to the player by talking to an NPC or if they happen to 
walk past it. This will encourage players to interact more with NPC’s and learn about the backstory. 
 
Mysterious area - NPCs should hint about an area that the player should not go or about an area that the 
NPCs are too scared to go. This will create an opportunity for the player to earn more from tasks if the 
player completes tasks in those dangerous areas. 
 
In-menu: 
The menu screen should switch to a bird’s eye view of the island but maintain the fog of war unique to 
each player. 
 
Beat by Beat    

● The player lands on the island and off the shore line is a “highlighted” object signifying that the 
player should pick it up 

● It is a rough outline of just the beach and the first faction settlement to direct the player that they 
need to go to the faction to progress through the game 

● The player will need to hold onto the map and it should show up in either their waistband, bag, or 
shirt 

● Whenever the player needs to reference the map or fill it in more there should be an animation of 
the player pulling it out 

 
Asset List 

● Rolled up map object used as 2D UI map in-game 
● Animation/Sounds of pulling the map out and rolling it open and closed 
● 3D active map for in-menu screen  
● Clouds for fog of war showing unexplored areas 
● Waypoints and tracking distance to new objectives 
● list of icons to distinguish areas of the map 

  



 Feature F008: Puzzle Systems 
 

 
Brief 

● Core Pillars: “Users can interact with the environment to solve puzzles and collect items” 
● Player Experience: “Users will feel a sense of mystery/backstory that needs to be unraveled” 

 
This feature appears when players are completing quests or just exploring the island. There are a variety 
of puzzles for players to work on, such as, red light/green light puzzles, matching puzzles, water jug 
puzzles. After finishing all these puzzles, players will get an item or hints as rewards that can help them 
be one step closer to completing quests. Players can also search for puzzles in ruins to do, and 
successfully complete these kinds of puzzles, they will get pieces on backstories of the island, which 
helps players to better explore the island like knowing the history of Native Tribe Faction. 
 
Spec 

There are several collections of puzzles and challenges that can be incorporated into the game, 
but how the player accesses them should all be done in a similar way. Most of the puzzle systems will 
have areas that can be found in the environment, and there will likely be a collection of puzzle systems for 
a given type of puzzle. Also, note that some puzzle systems should become available as Acts progress to 
add fresh new activities over the course of the playthrough. Here’s a vague idea on three potential 
puzzles to give an idea of how the system should work. 
 
             Red Light Green Light mode in Fortnite 

 
 

The first puzzle is the Red Light/Green Light puzzle. The player walks into a ruin. At the other end 
of the ruin, there is an item that the player needs to get. The player needs to successfully pass through 
this ruin and get the item. There are dangerous animals living on the island in the ruins. Player needs to 
avoid them otherwise they fail the puzzle. The red and green lights will also be displayed on the screen. 
Players only act/move forward when the green light is on, and must stay where they are when the red 
light is on. So if the player encounters a monster when the red light is on, they will fail the puzzle. There is 
a time limit in the game. Player needs to walk to the exit within the time limit to get the item. 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F008 Puzzle 
Systems 

Puzzles are a type of mission for 
players to do to complete quests, 
and players can also solve 
puzzles to reveal more 
backstories of the island  

High High Requires low-level 
creativity, level 
design, and 
functioning 
interactions 



 
             
 
Super Mario Bros. 3 Card Game Water Pitchers in Professor Layton and the Curious Village 

       
 

The second one is a Matching puzzle. The player walks into a room, and there are many different 
pictures on the ground. But all these pictures are in pairs. There are pictures of animals, plants, items, 
NPCs. After clicking the start button, the player will have one minute to remember all these picture’s 
locations. After one minute, these pictures will flip over and shown as the same patterns cards, and the 
player needs to click on the pictures to find the correct pairs. Since after each clicking, the picture will flip 
over and then flip back in three seconds, the player needs to make sure two same pictures are showing at 
the same time, which means they successfully find one pair. They need to find all paris within the time 
limit to pass the puzzle. 
 

The third puzzle is a Water Jug puzzle. The player can see three containers on a table. There is 
one 12 liter container full of milk, one empty 8 liter container, and one empty 5 liter container. The player 
needs to use these three containers to measure exactly 6 liters of milk and take it away, and trade it with 
one NPC to complete a mission. If they can successfully measure the 6 liters of milk, they will pass the 
puzzle. 
 

Beat by Beat 
● Player gets a mission from one NPC. The NPC wants a jewelry and the jewelry can only be 

obtained from solving a puzzle. 
● Player explores the island and finds the ruins. There is also a puzzle in this ruin area, and the 

player finds that if he/she can pass this puzzle, he/she can get the jewelry. 
● It is the Red Light/Green Light puzzle. The player successfully passes the puzzle and gets the 

jewelry with a paper note on it.  
● Player goes back to find the NPC, trades the jewelry with the NPC, and gets the item he/she 

needs as reward. 
● Player also reads the note and begins to understand the backstory of the island, as well as how 

these factions formed. 
 
Asset List 

● UI and animation works on how these puzzle will be shown 
● Event-listening interactive system in the puzzle area 
● Functional Player Intractability 
● Sound effects when solving the puzzles (sound effects when the monster animals are 

approaching, when the player is flipping the cards, when the player is pouring the water) 



● Sound effects when pass or fail the puzzles 
● Quest items related to the puzzle (given to player after puzzle is solved) 

  



 Feature F009: Player Customization 
 

 
           PUBG customized character PUBG customizable clothing 

 
           PUBG customizable skin PUBG interactable clothing drops 

 
 
Brief 

● Player Type: ALL 
● Core Pillars:  

○ “Users can pick up items, move items, drop items, and retrieve/give quest items to NPC 
(simple inventory system)” 

○ “Users can customize their appearance at the start and make clothing changes in-game” 
● Player Experience: “Users will feel they are a part of the story line as they decide their 

appearance” 
 
Players will be able to customize their physical appearance before they enter the game. In-game 

the player will be able to buy, barter, earn, find, or steal other articles of clothing, bags, and items. 
 
Spec 

There is a starting menu before the player enters the game with an image of the character on one 
side and an options menu on the other. The player will have the option to alter the physical characteristics 
of the character including gender, age, skin color, hair color, eye color, and clothing. 

● Gender: female, male 
● Skin color: white, brown, etc.  

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F009 Player 
Customization 

Allows the player to take 
control over their 
character’s appearance  

Low Med How detailed the 
game makers want 
to go 



● Hair color: blonde, brown, black, red, etc. 
● Eye color: brown, black, blue, green 
● Clothing (all basic):  

○ T-shirt or long sleeve 
○ Different color jeans (blue, black, khaki) 
○ Sneakers 

 
In-game 
The player can receive special clothing from NPC’s and discover other equipable objects as they go 
through the game. The basic starting clothes do not provide any benefits but some special clothing can 
help keep the character warm, dry, etc. The objects the player can loot in game will be highlighted to 
signify that the player can interact with it. 
 
Beat by Beat  

● Player launches the game 
● Selects customize character tab in main menu 
● Selects desired features for character 
● Enters game and discovers other items they can wear or use 

 
Asset List 

● All items 
● Customization tab  
● Animations of the character fidgeting 
● Spotlight on items 

 
  



 Feature F010: Questline System 
 

 
           World of Warcraft Quests on a map 

 
 
Brief 

● Player Type: “Progressive Player - motivated to advance the story or progress of their 
character/playthrough (encouraged to complete tasks)” 

● Core Pillars:  
○ “Users can explore the island to progress quests and improve their skills” 
○ “Users can learn social, exploration, and dependency skills by improving relationships 

and finishing quests for NPC characters” 
○ “Users can learn more about the backstories of characters by talking to them and 

completing story-focused tasks for them” 
○ “Users will receive status updates on their progress for tasks, skills, and relationships” 
○ “Users can access a menu and navigate/interact easily between tabs such as the map, 

skill trees, npc relationships, faction relationship, inventory/customization, quest list, 
save/load, settings” 

● Player Experience: “Users will feel accomplished as they get closer to their goal” 
 
Players will be able to pick up quests from NPC and complete them for rewards in the form of 

improved relationships, skill learning, skill building, or item accumulation. 
 
Spec 
The player will be able to access the quest menu alongside the map. The map will pinpoint where the 
player should go in order to complete the task. 

● “?” for where to turn in the task 
● “!” for where there is a new task to pick up 
● #1-infinite to show where each task is located 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F010 Quest System Keeps track of what 
missions the player has 
picked up and provides 
guidance on how to 
complete these tasks 

High High Relies on 
established 
missions 



 
After clicking on the name of the quest or directly on the map icon. Another tab will pop-up that 

will provide an in-depth description of the task and the reward at the bottom. Different color text will signify 
different priority levels. 

 

 
 
[Future Possible Improvements: If time permits, a little more info on how to accept and finish a quest 
in-game with a beat by beat with how that would play out. And maybe an explanation about how, for 
example, an act 2 quest shouldn’t be available in act 1 -- how exactly will this system keep track on all the 
quests and ensure only valid quests will be available.] 
 
Beat by Beat  

● Open up the map 
● Click on quest for more details  
● Scroll to read the backstory, description, and reward 

 
Asset List 

● Map 
● Icons 
● Button to open and close 
● Button to abandon quest 
● Sound Effects to accepting, getting, and completing a quest 

  



 
 Feature F011: Interaction System 
 

 
 
Brief 

● Core Pillars: “Users can interact with the environment to solve puzzles and collect items” 
“Users can pick up items, move items, drop items, and retrieve/give quest items to NPC (simple 
inventory system)” 

 
There is a large amount of interactions between players and other elements in this game, which 

includes NPCs and factions, also the environment. The interactions are categorized from players’ 
movements, such as talk, pick up - carry - pass on - discard items, transfer (walk, run, climb, swim), 
gesture movements (stand, jump, crouch, laydown), build, destroy (step), and open/close. These 
movements can be applied anytime during different situations in game, like building relationships with 
NPCs and factions, doing puzzles and quests, developing skills etc. The interactions will be done by 
pressing combinations or keys, or click, some interactions need help from specific tools to complete. 
 
Spec 
 
Talking or having conversations is a type of interaction that can be done by entering conversation 
mode with NPCs. When players move close to an NPC and if that NPC has something to tell players, 
players will enter conversation mode automatically. Also, if the NPC has a mission/quest for players, 
players will also have a conversation with that NPC to know what the mission/quest is. The NPC will 
introduce himself/herself and ask “Would you like to continue with the conversation?”, text input response 
has 3 options “Yes” “No” and “Maybe later”, only “Yes” will keep going with the conversation, other 
options will let players exit conversation mode. (See more information on the deeper system that handles 
this in Feature 006 - Speech Bubble) 
 

      

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F011 Interaction 
System 

Interaction system in 
game for players with 
in game characters 
and environments 

High Med Requires UI works 
and animations, many 
types of interactions 



 
Open/Close would be another type of interaction in the game. The movement can be done with any 
container (boxes, bags, bottles etc.), doors on anywhere players can enter or exit, and switches. The 
interaction of open/close containers and doors can be set to perform automatically when getting close to 
the object, or manually pressing keys like space on desktop version or indicator buttons. Switches need to 
be operated manually. Sound effects come along with the interaction, such as door knob clicking and 
opening sounds.  
 
           Fortnite Button Prompts to opening/closing doors    

   
 
Pick up - Carry - Pass on - Discard items are interactions that also involve movement animations and 
sounds.  
 

- Pick up item can be set to auto mode, pick up when moving close to the item, or manually press 
something to pick up. Picked up items’ will be shown as [+ “icon of item” × 1(amount)] above or 
beside players’ heads with a sound effect, and that sign will appear for 3 seconds.  

- Picked up items would be displayed in players’ backpacks. Items will be carried around in the 
backpack automatically.  

- Pass on and discard are basically the same interaction. When players try to pass on items to 
NPCs for trade or complete quest or improve relationships, they can open their backpacks, select 
the item and press the “discard” button or a key. Players are able to discard multiple items 
together. There is a sound effect played after doing this movement. Then, NPCs can pick up 
discarded items. 

 
PUBG droppable and pickable items 

 
 
 



Body gesture movement consists of stand, jump, crouch and laydown interactions. Stand is the default 
gesture, others can be done by pressing keys, like jump press up key. There is a height limit for jumping, 
so players cannot pick up fruits from tall trees just by one jump. They may need to use some other tools 
like find a ladder first on the island if they want to get the fruits from the tall trees and that’s a mission they 
need to complete. Sound effects will apply to jump, crouch and laydown.  
 

   
 
Transfer is a kind of interaction players change their physical locations using methods like walk, run, 
climb, swim. Methods will be switched automatically depending on the environment, for example, players 
are walking on flat landscape first and then going into water the movement will become swim.  

- Walk and swim are done pressing one key (going forward), run is done by pressing combination 
or 2 keys (going forward + speed up). Continue pressing the keys means continue moving. 

- Climb needs to be assisted by tools (boxes, ladders, ropes etc.) or the landscape (stairs may 
appear by turning on a switch etc.). Players need to go find the tools themselves, and once they 
get the tool and go here the higher place, tools will set up automatically for players to climb on. 

- Rides can be only done with certain wild animals on the island, like donkeys, and players need to 
trade with foods to get rides. Indicators like text bubbles will pop up when getting close to the 
available animals. 

 
A green progress circle will be shown beside the players’ shoulders in fast transfers like running. As the 
green part of the circle disappears, the energy of players also decreases. The progress circle will become 
red when there is not much energy left. Players can choose to eat something to boost up energy or slow 
down and turn back to slower transfers like walking. Breathing sound effects are applied to low energy 
conditions in fast transfers. 
 

Breath of the Wild Stamina bar  

   



 
Build is the interaction of building constructions, such as bridges and camps.  

1. Players first choose what to build and select an available site, there will be an instruction paper 
for constructions provided by the game. 

2. Players need to find all building materials and tools by themselves on the island, and carry them 
to the construction site (in their backpacks). 

3. Players take out (discard) the materials and take out tools, select the site and press the “start 
building” button. 

4. Animations on building construction appear to indicate construction in progress. Progress bars 
will be shown above constructions and larger or more complex constructions take longer time.  

5. Completed constructions will have a green check mark sign above. 
 

 
 
Destroy is an interaction by the players towards unwanted items (also not willing to give to others) or 
constructions. Stepping is the movement for destroying small items, and using an axe to hit is the 
movement for destroying constructions. There is a combination of keys to press for destroying things. 
Sound effects like trashing documents on a laptop are applied when finished with destroying.  
 

Fortnite Destructible environment 

 
 
Beat by Beat 

● Player meets an NPC when walking on the island and this NPC is a chef in one faction.  
● NPC has a mission for the player, the player walks close to the NPC, and enters the conversation 

mode automatically. NPC asks the player if he/she wants to continue with the conversation to get 
the mission, the player chooses “Yes”. 



● The conversation keeps going and the player knows that the chef wants to cook food, the mission 
is to help the chef find two essential ingredients. One ingredient needs to be found on the island, 
and the other one can only be obtained after solving a puzzle.  

● Player goes to explore the island and finds one ingredient is on a tall tree. The player can not pick 
up the food by only one jump, so he/she needs to find a ladder first and then goes back to the 
tree again. Player climbs the ladder, picks up the food, and keeps it in their own backpacks. 

● Player continues going to find the second ingredient. He/she comes to a building entrance and 
presses the space button on the keyboard to enter. Player passes the puzzle and gets the 
ingredient they need, and also keeps it in backpacks. 

● Player goes back to find the NPC, passes on the ingredients to him/her by discarding the two 
ingredients together, and then the NPC can pick up the discarded items.  

● Player successfully completes the mission and gets an item from the NPC as rewards. This item 
could be helpful for them to build a new camp later.  

 
Asset List 

● Animations on different interactions 
● Sound effects on some interactions 
● Graphics on indicators like progress bars, or complete status 
● Animations on progress circles and bars 
● UI Indication for button prompt 
● Collisions on interactable objects 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Feature F012: Fast Travel 
 

 
Our own 3-Way Fast Travel Diagram 

 
 
Brief 

The fast travel feature allows users to quickly travel from different faction hubs. Since our game 
environment is an island and players will meet multiple factions during their exploration journey, by having 
this feature, players will not need to spend lots of time on moving around the island. They can save time 
and plan how to complete missions appropriately by using this feature.  
 
Spec 

There are in total five factions in the game and they are distributed in different areas of the island. 
Players start the exploration journey from the beach with the Original Group, and then meet the Family 
Feud Factions in a different area. At the very end of Act 1 after the player has completed their first main 
mission for the Family Feud Factions, the 2-way fast travel system will be available. Players can see two 
places marked on the map as the fast travel sites, one is on the beach, and the other one is around the 
Family Feud Factions area. After the 2-way system is activated, players will be able to fast travel between 
the Original Group and the Family Feud Factions. 

After meeting the Family Feud Factions, players will need to continue exploration, and finally 
meet the Native Tribe Faction on another area. The fast travel site at this faction will be available at the 
end of the 2nd Act when the player completes the first main mission for the faction. The 3-way fast travel 
system will then be activated, and players will be able to fast travel around these three factions, as well as 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F012 Fast Travel Fast travel allows users 
to quickly travel from 
faction hubs 

Low Med Requires animations 
when having the fast 
travel and the game 
system should be able to 
bring players to the 
destinations accordingly 



quickly travel around the island. All these fast travel sites will be clearly shown to the players both in the 
game environment and on the map. 
 
Beat by Beat 

● After leaving the beach area, the player meets the Family Feud Factions and has completed one 
mission for them. 

● The game system tells the player that the 2-way fast travel is available now, and the player now 
can quickly travel between the beach and the Family Feud Factions area. 

● The player continues exploring on the island and meets the Native Tribe Faction in another area, 
and completes a mission for this faction. 

● The game system tells the player that the 3-way fast travel is available now, and the player now 
can quickly travel around these three factions. 

● The player can see the travel sites marked on the map and also see them in the game 
environment. 

 
Asset List 

● UI works on how the fast travel sites are marked on the map, and how they are shown in the 
game environment 

● Animations when the player is having the fast travel 
● Loading Screen 

 
  



 Feature F013: Background music and sounds 
 

 
(Big Inspiration on relaxing background music: Stardew Valley and Persona 5 night song ‘Beneath the 
Mask’) 
 
Brief 

● Hidden systems - “Background music -  Peaceful when exploring. Tense when opposing faction 
or character views are brought forward (usually during Main Quest scenarios or end-game 
moments)” 

 
Background music and sound effects feature is for enhancing gaming experience for players. 

Different music will give players different feelings, for example, peaceful and slow music play when 
players are exploring the island, they will be relaxed and take time to explore. Faster tempo music can be 
used in higher tension conditions like highlights in doing quests. Sound effects indicating making different 
interactions. Volume of the background music and sound effects can be adjusted in settings. 
 
Spec 

Background music would change in several circumstances. When players are moving around in 
the island and trying to explore, the music should be peaceful and slow tempo so that players will tend to 
take their time to explore more. When entering high tension situations, like fighting with factions, doing 
intense quests, fast-beat and hyper music are played to bring nervous and exciting feelings to players. 
Background music may also change when switching to different game modes, for example, enter 
conversation mode, pause game mode.  

Sound effects are applied in major interactions in game. For example, jump, crouch and laydown 
can have different sound effects like real sound coming out doing those movements. Open/close doors 
and switches can have the twitching sound. Destroy items can have the trashing sound. Sound effects 
can also indicate some body conditions, such as running for a long time, there will be heavy breathing 
sound to indicate low in energy. Status update can also have sound effects, like improving or decreasing 
relationships with NPC can have hyper or low sound effects. 
 
Asset List 

● Multiple background music pieces 
● Looped song 
● Smooth transitions and fading in and out (no abrupt cuts) 
● Sound effects on interactions 
● Sound effects on changing body conditions or environment conditions 
● Sound effects on status update 

 
 
 
 
  

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F013 Background music 
and sounds 

Different background 
music and sound effects in 
game 

High High Requires 
composing tools 
and knowledge 



 Feature F014: Visual Appearances Overtime 
 

 
Brief 

● Core Pillars: “Users can customize their appearance at the start and make clothing changes 
in-game” 

● Player Experience: “Users will feel they are a part of the story line as they decide their 
appearance” 

 
The gameplay is a continuous and progressive process. The visual appearances of the game 

environment and the characters are constantly changing during the gameplay. There are day and night, 
three acts change in the game. Also, players’ and characters’ visual appearances can be changed based 
on how players behave in the game. All these changes can impact gameplay to some extent. Players are 
able to know the current environment status and get updates by noticing these changes. 
  
Spec 

There are day and night, three acts change in the game. During the day, players can see NPCs 
walking around on the island, and they are able to find and talk to them. But during the night, all NPCs go 
back home and players are not able to talk and do the missions for them. Also, in the game, some 
activities can only be done during day time or night time. For example, players can only enter some 
puzzle rooms during the day. These might impact gameplay to some extent.  
 
           Stardew Valley Day Time  Stardew Valley Night Time 

    
 

When the acts change, the game environment also changes. Players can get the items they need 
in the game, and some of the items can be picked up directly from the environment. If the acts change, 
the items they can pick up also change. For example, if they need apples to complete a mission, since it 
is only available in act 1, they cannot complete the mission until act 2 comes. If they do not get it 
successfully this time, they might need to wait until the next fall otherwise they can trade with other NPCs. 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F014 Visual 
Appearances 
Overtime 

The visual appearance 
changes of game 
environment and 
characters during the 
gameplay 

Med High Requires lots of 
UI/Animation works and 
depends on how realistic 
and vivid the game makers 
want the game environment 
to be  



As a result, players need to plan appropriately when to do what if they want to complete a certain mission 
as soon as possible. 
 
           Stardew Valley Summer Season  Stardew Valley Winter Season  

      
 

The game environment appearances also change when players are building something like a 
bridge or campsite on the island. Players can see the construction process and how it changes as time 
passes. Faction Hub Appearance can also change over time in Acts depending on the amount of 
progress the player made prior to that Faction settlement. 
 
           The Division 2 - Settlements 

 
 

Players do the customization of their characters at the beginning of the game. They can continue 
changing it during the game. As getting more and more items from completing missions or obtaining from 
the environment, players are able to change their appearance if they get something wearable. Sometimes 
after wearing a new item, it can also help increase a certain skill level. Players can see these characters' 
appearance changes directly through the gameplay. 
 
Beat by Beat 

● Player gets a mission, and the player needs to pick up an apple for the NPC. 
● Since it is act 1 now, the player needs to wait until act 2 to pick up the apple. 
● The player is able to see the visual changes of the game environment, and the apples will appear 

on the tree when act 2 comes. 
● Player wants to give the apple to NPC now, but found it is almost night time. Since NPC goes 

back home during the night, the player waits until the next morning to complete the mission. 
● Player gets a Toolbox as rewards. 



● Player opens the customization menu and adds the Toolbox to the character appearance. Then 
the player can directly see the visual change on the character after closing the customization 
menu. 

● By adding this Toolbox, the player's Nomad (independent living skill) skill increases. 
 
Asset List 

● UI works on characters’ different visual appearances 
● UI works on faction appearance changes 
● Animations on the building process 
● Animations and UI works on day and night, three acts changes 

 
  



 Feature F015: Animations and NPC avatars 
 

 

 
 
Brief 

● Player Type: “Factioner - team up with whoever you want, build status with Factions, and choose 
to go against any Faction” 

● Core Pillars:  
○ “Users can build (and hurt) relationships with individual NPC characters” 
○ “Users can form alliances/enemies with faction groups (Seperate from, but related to, 

NPC relationships)” 
○ “Users can learn more about the backstories of characters by talking to them and 

completing story-focused tasks for them” 
● Player Experience: “User will feel encouraged by environment cues, story objectives, and 

characters to make progress towards tasks and the story” 
 
Spec 

NPCs will need to be constantly moving in the background to mirror real human behavior. Each 
NPC will have their own role within the story and their actions should reflect that role. NPCs can also 
interact with each other and small speech bubbles will appear above them. 
 

The player will move between NPCs but will not need to interact with an NPC unless the NPC has 
a special task for the player. For example, an orphan in the faction might be seen stealing food from a 
food stand and running away. The owner of the stand will have a speech bubble of the NPC yelling at the 
orphan to come back or to “Stop.” The player might witness the whole event but it will not be important for 
the player to interfere. 
 
 
 
 
 

# Name Description Priority Difficulty Risk 

F015 Animations and 
NPC avatars 

Creates a realistic feel 
to the game as 
background characters 
move about on their own 
timeline 

Med High Requires 
complicated AI 
and A LOT of art 
assets 



Assassin’s Creed Revelations - crowds moving in streets 

 
 
Asset List 

● Navmesh (AI navigations for non-stationary npcs) 
● Different NPC appearances 
● Profession items (anvil for metal worker, stove for baker, etc.)  

 


